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God’s Universal Laws  

 The Law of Life 

 

The Law of Life was coined by author Farley Mowat in his book People of the Deer, and 

popularized by Daniel Quinn to denote a system of laws that all Beings are subject to and which 

serve to foster life.  In The Story of B, Quinn writes, "A biologist would probably say what I'm 

calling the Law of Life is just a collection of evolutionarily stable strategies— the universal set of 

such strategies, in fact." Quinn points out that this is a physical law, like gravity, not a 

commandment like "thou shalt not kill" nor a legislative ruling like "pay taxes".  As he puts it, 

the latter two are written where only man can read them (in books), and that they can be 

changed by a vote, while the Law of Life is written in the fabric of the universe and cannot be 

broken.  Those who don't follow the law simply won't live.22 This is so very true. 

 

To understand the Law of Life we must come to grips with the definition of Life itself.  In doing 

so, we then can not only understand the Law of Life but more importantly we can live it.  

 

At the beginning of this Law we must recognize that we are the temple of our Source - God 

inside of us 100% of the time. This Source is living in the soul given to us by God Himself.  This 

soul contains all the knowledge that there ever was and ever to be. It is a vast database of our 

past, the present and future.  It contains all the details of the Universe.  It is the genius inside 

each of us.  It is here that we meant to live our Life – in a constant state of being in-Spirit. It is 

here that we will live forever.  

 

Life (is our soul – the spirit of our creator living inside us) exists with or without this physical 

body. It never dies.  It lived before we came into this physical body in the knowledge of the 

Source.  It lives now inside us and can direct our every thought and action.  It will live forever 

after we have moved through the physical death experience.  It can heal and perform miracles. 

It has the power of God to co-create Life experiences. It contains all the knowledge of the 



Universe.  It waits on us to allow controlling our lives.  It is not Ego because He who gave it has 

no EGO. 


